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 LITERARY CRITICISM IN THE EXEGETICAL
 SCHOLIA TO THE ILIAD: A SKETCH

 The Homeric Scholia are not the most obvious source for literary criticism in
 the modern sense. And yet if one takes the trouble to read through them one
 will find many valuable observations about poetic technique and poetic
 qualities. Nowadays we tend to emphasize different aspects from those which
 preoccupied ancient critics, but that may be a good reason for looking again at
 what they have to say.1

 The contribution of the Alexandrian scholars has often been discussed, and
 I do not propose to deal with this here directly. In the course of establishing
 the text of Homer Aristarchus in particular recognized and made use of several
 important observations about Homeric technique. The Venetus A Scholia give
 us much of our information about Aristarchus' views. But the other main

 Scholia, in Venetus B, the Towneleian manuscript, and other related manu-
 scripts, have much more to say about poetic and rhetorical aspects. The question
 of the sources of all this material is a very complex one, and except in the
 occasional cases where a particular scholar's name is quoted, it is usually impos-
 sible to say from what precise period or school of thought an observation
 derives. The principles of literary criticism laid down by Aristotle in the Poetics
 have clearly had a considerable influence, and so has the work of the Alexandrians
 (although these Scholia sometimes defend a passage which Aristarchus con-
 demned). On these foundations has been built the work of many other
 scholars. But it seems likely that the majority of the exegetical Scholia (as they
 are sometimes called) derive from scholars at the end of the Hellenistic and the
 beginning of the Roman period, who were consolidating the work of earlier
 critics. They contain some later material, notably extracts from the work on
 Homeric problems by Porphyry, inserted into the B Scholia in the eleventh
 century. But in general they seem to reflect the critical terminology and views
 of the first century BC and first two centuries AD.2 These have their limitations,
 and one may feel that the vocabulary of critical terms which the Scholia use
 lacks flexibility and at times verges on the naive: but within their limits they
 nevertheless show a lively appreciation of some fundamental aspects of Homer's
 art.3

 I owe much to the suggestions and
 comments of Jasper Griffin, Doreen Innes
 and Colin Macleod. It will be obvious that

 I am dealing with a vast and complex sub-
 ject in an impressionistic way, but I hope
 to suggest that it deserves more attention
 than it has received.

 2 Cf. K. Latte, Philologus 80 (1925),
 171 (= KI. Schr. 662), H. Erbse, Beitrdge
 zur Uberlieferung der Iliasscholien
 (Munich, 1960), pp. 171-3, G. Lehnert,
 De Scholiis ad Homerum rhetoricis (Diss.
 Freiburg-Leipzig, 1896), p. 69.

 3 On sources and transmission see Erbse
 op. cit., the preface to his edition of the

 Scholia, and M. Van der Valk, Researches
 on the Text and Scholia of the Iliad
 (Leiden, 1963), I. pp. 414 ff. The most
 useful study of literary criticism in the
 Scholia is by M. L. Von Franz, Die
 dsthetischen Anschauungen der Ilias-
 scholien (Diss. Zurich, 1943). See also A.
 Roemer, Die exegetischen Scholien der Ilias
 in Codex Venetus B (Munich, 1879), R.
 Griesinger, Die dsthetischen Anschauungen
 der alten Homererkldrer (Diss. Tiibingen,
 1907), A. Clausing, Kritik und Exegese der
 born. Gleichnisse im Altertum (Diss. Frei-
 burg), Lehnert, op. cit., and M. Schmidt,
 Die Erkldrungen zum Weltbild Homers
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 266 N. J. RICHARDSON

 I. Mt00oc

 In view of the ultimate derivation of much of the literary criticism in the Scholia
 from Aristotelian principles it is reasonable to begin an analysis with plot, and
 then go on to consider characterization and style. Scale and unity are the most
 important aspects of composition. The Scholia occasionally refer to the length of
 the poem as a fundamental epic feature, but they tend to take this for granted.
 The central part of the poem (from Book 12 onwards), which for us can seem
 the most tedious, is long because of the complexity of the fighting and the
 impossibility of narrating separate events simultaneously (ABT 12.1; cf. BT
 15.390). At the beginning of Book 13 one expects Achilles to return to the
 battle, as the wall has been breached. But the poet 'creates length and variety
 by the inactivity of Zeus' (BT 13.1). The principle of variety (nrotuaa) is an
 essential corollary of size, and this is very frequently invoked. The poet moves
 from one type of scene to another in such a way that our attention is not
 wearied. This is often a reason for introducing a scene in heaven. Thus, for
 instance, the gods' council in II. 4.1 ff. gives 'dignity and variety' to the nar-
 rative (BT 4.1). Equally, the gods' interest and interventions in the fighting
 make it more dramatic, and relieve the monotony (BT 7.17). The narrative of
 similar events is constantly varied, especially in the case of the battle scenes,
 where single combats and wounds are never allowed to become a monotonous
 catalogue. Thus 'one should admire Homer's ability to describe similar events
 without appearing to do so', as when Patroclus cuts off the Trojans from the
 city, just as Achilles does later (BT 16.394-5, cf. 21.3 ff.). Again, 'observe how
 often he refers to Patroclus' death, without becoming monotonous' (BT 16.689).
 Porphyry actually mentions that Homer was criticized for his repetition of
 scenes and speeches, and defends him against this (B 18.309 = Quaestiones
 Homericae I, ed. Sodano, No. 20). The sequence of battles in the poem as a
 whole also displays this variety: 'after describing every type of battle, in the
 plain, around the wall, and at the ships, he invented a new kind in Achilles'
 combat at the river', and as the barbarians alone are no match for Achilles and
 he does not want an anticlimax, 'he introduces the Theomachy and the battle
 with the river, taking as a plausible pretext the choking of the river with the
 dead' (B 21.1 = T 21.18). The poet is essentially t'Xoo7roctoq (BT 13.219)
 and hence he also likes to contradict our expectations, thereby increasing the
 dramatic effect (BT 7.29, 13.219, 14.153, 18.151, 22.274).4

 Related to the principle of variety is that of relief. The tension of dramatic
 scenes and the sustained narrative of battle require interludes of a quieter

 und zur Kultur der Heroenzeit in den bT-

 Scholien zur Ilias (Munich, 1976), pp.
 39 ff., who rightly criticizes Von Franz and
 Lehnert for excessive emphasis on Stoic
 origins. The Index to the Scholia by J. Baar
 (Baden-Baden, 1961) is useful, and should
 be consulted for full references to critical

 terms. My own references are not intended
 to be complete. I have taken most of my
 examples from the B and T Scholia, with
 some glances at A where relevant. I have not
 on the whole added illustrations from the
 other Scholia such as G. For further infor-

 mation on technical terms of rhetorical

 theory see H. Lausberg, Handbucb der
 literarischen Rhetorik (Munich, 1960).

 4 For 7roKthia cf. also BT 5.70, 143,
 523, 6.37, ABT 6.371, B 8.5 (Porphyry),
 T 10.158, BT 11.104, T 11.378, 498, BT
 11.722-5, T 12.129, BT 13.1, 219, 340-2,
 408, 14.1, 147, 153, 476-7, T 15.333, BT
 15.390, 16.320, 339, 345, 593, 17.306-7,
 600, 18.1, A 18.314, ABT 20.372, BT
 20.383, T 20.397, BT 20.463, T 20.473,
 BT 21.34, 24.266.
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 nature. In particular, a gap in time in the main narrative is 'filled up' by another
 scene, which also provides a rest from the action. Thus, in Book I Thetis leaves
 Achilles, promising to visit Zeus on the twelfth day, and in the middle of the
 verse (430) the poet turns to Odysseus' journey to Chrysa to return Chryseis
 to her father. By this judicious alternation of the two strands in the narrative
 he gives relief to his audience from monotony (BT 1.430). This interweaving of
 strands is a fundamental feature of Homer's art.5

 Another good example of relief is the mission of Hector to Troy in 6.116 ff.
 The scenes in Troy offer a welcome contrast to the battle (Eustathius 650.7 ff.),
 and the narrative gap caused by the journey of Hector is also filled by the
 meeting of Glaucus and Diomedes, which itself brings relief (BT 6.119, 237).
 Eustathius points to the dramatic qualities of Hector's meetings with his family
 and with Paris and Helen, thereby answering the criticism that he should not be
 removed from the fighting at such a crisis (cf. BT 6.116, Jachmann, Homerische
 Einzellieder, pp. 1 ff.). Likewise in Book 14 the deception of Zeus gives new life
 to the narrative after the long scenes of battle (BT 14.153). Changes of scene
 become more frequent when a crisis approaches, as for instance in the battle at
 the ships (BT 15.390). This, however, is seen as a way of building up tension
 rather than relieving it.

 The corollary to this alternation of narrative strands is the well-known
 principle governing the narration of simultaneous events, whereby in describing
 a complex scene the poet relates these events successively, and never goes back
 in time in his main narrative. The Scholia are well aware of this, as we have seen
 (BT 12.1).6 Aristotle had already made the basic observation about the freedom
 of epic in contrast to tragedy to build up a detailed picture of several events
 occurring together. This is one of the ways by which its scale is increased (Poet.
 1459b 22 ff.).

 The other main factor contributing to length is the introduction of episodes
 which are subsidiary to the main plot. Again, the Scholia follow Aristotle's lead
 here (Poet. 1459a 30 ff.). Homer's unity consists in his taking a single theme for
 his narrative, and drawing in other events wherever appropriate (AT 1.1, B 2.
 494, A 3.237, T 11.625). One can link this with another important observation
 about the way in which individual stories are related, that he states the main
 facts first and then goes back to causes and other related circumstances (BT
 11.671, Porphyry ap. B 12.127). In one case (12.127 ff.) this helps to explain
 what at first sight is a very confused order of narrative (see Leaf's note on 131,
 although he does not agree with Porphyry). Equally, the poet will often give a
 summary of what he is about to relate before going on to the detailed narrative
 (e.g. BT 11.90-3; 15.56 ff. which Aristarchus athetized); and he also briefly
 recapitulates before moving on to a new scene (BT 9.1, 16.1).

 These devices help to bind the story together, and they introduce two other
 very important principles, those of anticipation and foreshadowing. This is
 related to the whole question of oixovopta, i.e. the unified organization of a

 s Cf. BT 4.539, 5.693, 7.17, 328,
 8.209, T 11.599, BT 11.619, T. 13.20,
 168, BT 14.1, 14.114, 15.362 (similes),
 405, 16.431, 666, 793, 17.426, 18.148,
 22.147.

 6 Cf. also ABT 10.299, T 12.199, A

 14.1, BT 22.131, T 22.437. Modern scholars
 have made great capital out of this simple
 principle. Cf. T. Zielifiski, Philologus Suppl.
 8 (1899-1901), 407 ff., D. Page, The
 Homeric Odyssey (Oxford, 1955), pp. 65
 ff., 77 n. 11, etc.
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 268 N. J. RICHARDSON

 complex work. In modern terms, one might say that the Iliad as we have it is
 the product of long and careful premeditation, and the poet has the whole
 structure in mind from the beginning, just as we are told that Mozart could
 have a whole symphony in his mind from the start. The main plot moves forward
 with stately leisure, but the poet is always sowing the seeds of future events.
 This constant build-up of expectation helps to create the suspense and excite-
 ment which carry us forward to the climax of the work. The various battle-
 scenes which constitute the bulk of the poem are carefully ordered so as to
 form a progression towards the climactic scenes of Achilles' intervention,
 culminating in the fight with Hector. Thereafter the poem moves towards a
 close which is dramatically quiet but charged with emotion, like the ending
 of a tragedy. Thus episodes which may at first seem irrelevant to the main
 structure of the work are in fact architectonic elements contributing to the
 effect of the whole.

 This is an elaboration of the Aristotelian view which the Scholia follow,
 and they do not put it so explicitly. But they do assume that the poet has a
 clear idea from the beginning of the direction in which his narrative is moving. It
 is particularly illuminating to see how they comment on the role of Patroclus in
 the poem. He is first mentioned at 1.307, when Achilles returns with him and
 his companions to their tents after the quarrel. Here they note that his intro-
 duction at this early point in the narrative already prepares the way for his
 later intervention to plead with Achilles to return to the battle. Again the fact
 that Achilles entrusts Briseis to him (337) indicates their closeness, and his
 silence here (345) is picked up in the Embassy by the way he remains in the
 background, which suggests his gentleness (BT 1.307, 337, 345). The Scholia
 compare his healing of Eurypylus, his distress at the Greek misfortunes, and the
 description of him as 'gentle' by Menelaus (17.670). When we come to the
 series of events leading up to Patroclus' intervention, they are fully aware of
 the careful way in which this is prepared. The wounding of the heroes in Book 11
 leads to the Greek rout and battle by the ships (BT 11.318, 407, 598).7
 Machaon goes back to the ships in his chariot when wounded, and so passes
 Achilles' view rapidly: Achilles therefore sends Patroclus to find out what has
 happened (BT 11.512; cf. ABT 11.604). Achilles has been watching the battle
 from his ship, clearly longing for the moment when he can return (BT 11.600).
 Patroclus goes to Nestor, and this ensures that Nestor's eloquence will succeed
 where the Embassy had failed (AB 11.611). Nestor's long story is designed

 oixovoputnCq, i.e. as part of the poet's plan, because this gives time for Eurypylus
 to return and meet Patroclus. This delays Patroclus and allows the poet to
 introduce the battle at the wall which follows (BT 11.677-8, 809). Patroclus is

 respectful (a1i5Epov), and so he listens politely, in spite of the urgency of the
 situation. The wounding of Machaon has removed the doctor who could have
 treated Eurypylus, and so Patroclus does so instead (T 11.833; cf. also BT 11.
 813). His kindness leads him to stay with Eurypylus after treating him (BT 12.1).

 7 Cf. especially BT 11.598: roe irXeilovu
 r(Cv &ptorWY 7rpwboa airXbi A'iavroC ro76
 TeXhawvtiov bri rd& vavd&hirdo retXev,

 'Ayagivova to/l.Sr7v '06vuoo'a Maxdova EbplrvhXov Kal 7rv Tee6Kpov ?t?, qva

 eXo'yov roL 'AxawZ toi i77~r? nirapauxi
 atriav. eira rovrovq e r~i r& vavn &ra-yaycjyv

 el, 'Iatvov A'lavroc r& hoLTdr KaravahlXoKeL

 ~ww r fi HarpdKXov ?t6ov. Kai 76v Hidr-
 poKhXOV veX'o v rbv i brv A'lavra ?rav-pXerat
 p.ieXpt 7riq dbov 'AXtXXwe ? Kai roroov oni
 r7jv uidXr  rpoa-yayc'v el ra &vdupa'ya-
 Ojpara abrov 7rv 'IhtuSba rehetoC.
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 LITERARY CRITICISM IN THE EXEGETICAL SCHOLIA TO THE ILIAD 269

 Finally, we return to Patroclus and Eurypylus at 15.390, when the intervening
 great battle has made the Greek plight far more desperate and Patroclus'
 sympathy for them all the greater (BT 15.390 and 12.1). Later, after Patroclus'
 death, Hector drags his body in order to cut off his head and give the corpse to
 the dogs (17.125-7). This barbaric intention is often overlooked, but the Scholia
 observe that it helps to justify Achilles' mistreatment of Hector's body (BT
 17.126-7). Whether or not Achilles is justified the motif surely does look forward
 to his retaliation.8

 Thus, we can see that (unlike some modern critics) the Scholia are aware of
 the large-scale architecture of the poem. On a smaller scale, they are quick to
 pick up points of detail which anticipate what is to come in a subtle and un-
 obtrusive way: for instance, when at 5.662 Tlepolemus wounds Sarpedon, but
 'his father (Zeus) still protected him from destruction' (BT); or when, after the
 Embassy, Diomedes says that the Greeks should fight next day, 'and Agamemnon
 himself among the foremost', which neatly anticipates his aristeia in Book 11
 (A 9.709).9

 Not only does the poet anticipate events later in the poem: he also looks
 forward to what is to come afterwards, the death of Achilles, the fall of Troy,
 and also some of the events in the Odyssey. The foreshadowing of Troy's fall
 helps to make the poem an Iliad, as do the references to earlier events in the war.10
 Their comment at 24.85-6 is particularly fine (BT): eTrrtS66? ?EXXct KaTraorpedct
 rdv X6dyozv CiL rq C 'EKTropoT raCiC, rpoXahP iv 7T &rtXetpCI Tv ~i7 Kai To KTvrpov

 e'yKaTaXtrivW, c' d KWttUO' 4?rto,, 'TC ae rKpOw )ICvot owar7e roO~aai rt KaL TerrpL 7rTq 'AXtXXh wq dWatpeuoeq dKovoat Kai voeiv l nap' davrol, oiow Wv yeVeroT 6
 TrrotrTi 6Ltart4evoq rabra.

 Anticipation of what is to come sustains the audience's interest, and the poet
 aims throughout to arouse his audience and keep them in a state of expectation
 or suspense. At the opening of his poem rpayw&iVactq 7paTyuv e Tpe rtpooiLtoV-

 Kat ydap rpooextKuVduc LacL~ cWTOv X?&wdrCov 6tyTotQ -M oydferat ... (AT 1.1).
 The statement of the theme of the poem and summary of its tragic consequences
 are a model for the prooemium of a work, arousing the expectations of the
 audience by the solemn grandeur of the subject (cf. Quint. 10.1.48). Likewise
 the invocation of the Muses calls attention to the importance of what is to
 follow, as well as inviting the audience to be less critical of the poet's own

 8Cf. also BT 7.79, 13.831, 18.176-80,
 Eust. 1098.29 ff., 1136.17 ff., 1136.53 ff.,
 and J. M. Redfield, Nature and Culture in
 the Iliad (Chicago, 1975), p. 169.

 9 For other references to olKovoIia

 and anticipation (ipoouvvotrvaL, TpooLKovo-
 Ae vY, rpoavapwvriuatc, irpdhrAtq, etc.) cf.
 T 1.45, 213, BT 1.242, 247, BT 2.39, 272,
 362, 375-7, 416, A 2.718, B 2.761, B
 2.787, 872, BT 3.261, AB 3.363, BT 4.2,
 421, 5.116, T 5.348, BT 5.543-4, 6.116,
 490-1, 516, 7.125, 274, T 10.274, 276,
 332, AB 11.17, BT 11.45, T 11.798, BT
 12.37, 113, 116, T 12.228, 13.241, 521,
 BT 14.217, 15.56, T 15.64, BT 15.258,
 ABT 15.377, BT 15.556, 594, 610, 16.
 46, 71, 145, 752-3, 17.215-16, 236,
 T 17.351, BT 17.695, A 18.215-16, BT

 18.312, 372, 395, T 18.418, A 18.483,
 T 20.7, 21.515, 22.5, 22.385, BT 23.62-3,
 A 23.616, etc. Cf. also Schol. G II. 2.36,
 5.674, 10.336, 16.71, and G. E Duckworth,
 'IHpoava0cvriLatc in the Scholia to Homer',
 AJP 52 (1931), 320 ff. As he points out,
 anticipation (7rpooKovo.lAa) is really distinct
 from explicit foreshadowing (irpoavapow-
 vruatC), although they are often confused
 in the Scholia.

 10 Death of Achilles: BT 1.352, 505,
 18.88-9, 458. Fall of Troy and other later
 events: AT 2.278, BT 6.438, ABT 6.448,
 BT 12.13-15, T 13.156, BT 13. 411, BT
 15.56, 21.376, ABT 22.61-2, G 12.10.
 Odyssey: T 2.260, ABT 4.354, T 5.561,
 T 10.247, 252, 260, 12.16, BT 24.804.
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 270 N. J. RICHARDSON

 defects (AB 2.484; cf. BT 11.218, 14.508, 16.112, etc., Quint. loc. cit.). The
 introduction of Paris at the very opening of the fighting, challenging the Greeks,
 'arouses the listener, as the cause of most dangers to others is himself the first
 to take the risk' (BT 3.16). After the truce in Book 7 Zeus thunders all night,
 planning trouble for the Greeks: thus npoKwel Kati ywvdv Irotel rov &poar-iv
 tri roEi quoydgvot 6 01otfT77r (BT 7.479).11

 Creation of suspense is related to the poet's tendency to bring the action to
 a point of crisis and then provide a resolution. Aristotle had already observed
 this in connection with Agamemnon's testing of the army in Book 2 (fr. 142;
 cf. Porphyry ap. Schol. B 2.73). In Book 8 Nestor is nearly caught by Hector
 when the Greeks are routed and one of his horses is wounded. Here the Scholia

 very observantly comment on the poet's use of language, which by calling Nestor
 'the old man', and bringing up 'the fierce Hector', puts the listener in suspense

 (iv d&vywot). The use of the imperfect &aderapwe and present participle ataoowv,
 describing Nestor's desperate efforts to cut the horse free, brilliantly illustrate
 the weakness and slowness of the old man (ABT 8.87). This fondness for cliff-

 hanging situations is noted again at 8.217 (BT) when 'Hector would have burnt
 the ships, if Hera had not inspired Agamemnon . . .'. The same applies to the
 crisis in Book 11 when Odysseus is isolated by the Greek retreat and debates
 whether to stand or flee (T 11.401, BT 412-13).12

 Such crises often require the intervention of a god to resolve them, antici-
 pating the later deus ex macbina resolutions of Greek tragedy. This applies to
 the scene in Book 2, where the army rushes for the ships and Athene has to
 intervene: here the Scholia comment on Homer's invention of the ,Arxavai used
 in tragedy (BT 2.156). Athene's intervention in the quarrel in Book I is a similar

 case: e'twoe 6 etic TOoo7TOv dyewt Tq lrCEptereTEia, Cq gi 68vvaoat iraiaatl &vOpw-
 nov arTiC (BT 1.195; cf. 3.380).

 It will be clear by now that the Scholia follow closely the lead of Plato and
 of Aristotle in regarding Homer as the 'first of the tragedians'.13 Not only was
 he the inventor of Epxavai and nependretat:14 he was also the first to use KW)dL
 irpdoawra (the silent heralds at 1.332: ABT) and children (BT 6.468). The idea
 of Homer as a tragedian underlies much of the language used by the Scholia,
 especially when they are discussing vividly dramatic scenes and those which arouse
 emotion (nidOoq, OtlKTO, EOq, etc.). rpaycy6eiv and 6KrpaycP8efv are commonly
 used, although they often mean little more than 'to represent dramatically'.'s
 When Agamemnon is compared to Zeus, this is an example of idealization, as in
 tragedy (ABT 2.478). In the description of Hephaestus at work in Book 18,

 6atlovipwq dP 7 iOavrpXrv aior 6 p t oTXauv, (BT 1."6r)T p T'i 7 UK??P7?q KK X jgoap Kai
 6e~aq 7iiv v q& avepc ro 'pwyaar 'ptov (BT 18.476). The moving and graphic

 11 Cf. BT 8.62, T 8.470, BT 10.38,
 11.604, 711, 12.116, 297, 330, T 14.392,
 BT 15.594, 610, 16.46, 431, AB 20.443,
 BT 22.274, T 23.378, 383.

 12 Cf. T 11.507, BT 12.52, T 14.424,
 K. Reinhardt, Die Ilias und ibr Dicbter,
 pp. 107 ff., discusses Homer's fondness for
 such situations.

 13 Cf. A.Trendelenburg, Grammaticorum
 graecorum de arte tragica iudiciorum
 reliquiae (Bonn, 1867), pp. 70-85, L. Adam,

 Die aristotelische Theorie vom Epos . ..
 (Wiesbaden, 1889), pp. 30 ff.

 14 For ireptredreta cf. also AB 2.484,
 BT 10.271, 11.464, 23.65, and esp. BT

 21.34 7rpwroC o6v 7r6 7r,Z ireptiereetwV
 eL6oC Sette, 7otKlhoV 6v Kai OearpLKv Kai
 Kt71ardv. Is e.g. ABT 2.73, BT 2.144, T 7.424,
 ABT 8.428-9, T 13.241, BT 17.209 (rpaycp-
 68av 'xet), 20.25.
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 portrait of Briseis in Book 19 shows her with a 'chorus' of captive women, of
 whom she is the leader (BT 19.282). Achilles' pursuit of Hector is prolonged,

 i'va worcp civ edrpL VU)v petIova Kwlo?' TrdO'rl (A 22.201). On the other hand,
 when Agamemnon with a harsh and shocking speech persuades Menelaus not to
 spare Adrastus, they comment that such things as this killing are not shown on
 the stage in tragedy (BT 6.58). The rapidity of the announcement to Achilles
 by Antilochus of Patroclus' death also contrasts with the leisurely messenger
 speeches of tragedy (BT 18.20).16

 Poetic invention obeys its own laws, as Aristotle had observed, and the
 Scholia are aware of this. They defend poetic freedom to 'follow the myths'
 however shocking or odd these may seem later. Thus, for instance, on the gods:

 6dravy e ' ri-v &av &revaion r'ov Oed'v, rdre ~oaiv aroc pi Kw6eOat 7r0epi
 Ov77ov, cw ov6i a`v i??e.LE rpt pvppiV -' dcw av y e mthoyaorlrat riv rnotrTufv,
 iTreTra TroqC p6Ootc KaL Ti7rV dreotw vKTpayc~~yle, aovpaxtaq Kai OeopaXiaq
 lrapdywv (ABT 8.428-9; cf. BT 14.176, A 18.63). At Il. 19.108, on the problem
 of why Hera insists on Zeus swearing an oath when his word alone should
 suffice, they cite Aristotle (fr. 163 = Schol. A) for the view that within the
 framework of the story about the birth of Heracles it is natural for Hera to ask
 Zeus for an oath, as she wishes to be absolutely sure of the outcome. At II.
 14.342-4 they distinguish three forms of poetic narrative, realistic, imaginatively
 convincing, and fantastic (6 pIILPTtK6oq 70TO &1XOoqC, 6 KamTL pOavTaoiv 7
 dXrOe(ac, and d KaO' '7rdpOeaotw 7T? dqXOeaC Kiai qavraoiaq). The third includes
 such details as golden clouds in heaven, as well as the Cyclopes and Laestry-
 gonians (BT). 17

 Alternatively, the poet may reflect customs of his own time (B 3.291, ABT
 8.284, B 10.153 quoting Aristotle fr. 160; cf. Poet. 1461a 1 ff.). This explains
 Achilles' dragging of Hector's corpse, a Thessalian practice (A 22.397 and B
 24.15 quoting Aristotle fr. 166). They also quote Aristarchus' common-sense
 view that some things are due simply to chance inspiration (Kar' moirtpdv) and
 one should not look for ulterior reasons for them: for instance the fact that the

 Catalogue of Ships begins with Boeotia (AB 2.494), that Hector foresees Andro-
 mache carrying water for the Greeks in captivity, which led later poets to show
 her actually doing this (A 6.457), and that Sleep is found in Lemnos by Hera
 (ABT 14.231). Aristarchus had also formulated the important idea of r7
 otwnc.rpevov (or Karad oavpirpaopa), whereby the poet takes many things for
 granted or refers to them in passing, and one should not question them. Thus
 he mentions washing before a meal but not after, Athene gives her spear to
 Telemachus and never takes it back (Od. 1.126 ff.), and so on (BT II. 1.449).18
 He does not aim to give a fully-documented historical narrative, 6SMo)c roiq
 LKpoaTalq KaO' avoroe) Xoyteaoat rd dKXdhovOa (BT 1.449).19 A corollary to
 this is the rhetorical technique for giving grandeur to a theme Kard ovXXoytoydv,
 whereby an oblique reference leaves us to infer its size or importance, as when
 Zeus' nod alone makes Olympus tremble (T 1.530), or Achilles' spear cannot be
 brandished by another hero (BT 16.141-2).2o

 16 See also p. 281 on 17.695 ff. and
 Od. 11.563.

 17 Cf. also Quint. 2.4.2, for this division
 of types of narrative. Criticism of Homer's
 fantasies was of course common (cf. 'Longi-
 nus' 9.14, etc.).

 18 Cf. A 2.553, ABT 5.127, A 5.231,
 6.114, 11.506, 12.211, AT 16.432, ABT
 16.666, ABT 17.24, A 18.356.

 19 Cf. Demetrius, On Style, 222 (quot-
 ing Theophrastus).

 20 Cf. BT 5.744, 13.127, 343, 15.414,
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 Such observations show a proper awareness of the distinctions between
 fictional and factual narrative, and they formed the conventional armoury for
 dealing with criticisms of the poet. They can be linked with the general rhetorical

 principle of irtavdrrl', the need for the narrative to be credible even where the
 poet is describing the extraordinary or miraculous. The role of the gods often
 serves this purpose: the speed of the assembly of the Greek army is ascribed
 to Athene's assistance (BT 2.446); the killing of the chimaera is due to divine

 aid (BT 6.183 rd dmnarov idcaro), and so on.21 But credibility is more often
 achieved by qualities which one would class under style, and can be considered
 more closely in that context.

 II "0IOo

 Turning to characterization, we find that the Scholia are constantly aware of
 Homer's subtlety in this respect. They frequently comment on the way in
 which speeches reveal character, or observe that a particular thing is spoken or

 done i76tKC2b. Thus at 1.348 6Lt lptic X~d Ce (i.e. &Kovaa) 6XdKXTppov P# iv
 i?7oc lwpooacirrO (of Briseis) We6??XwKev (BT).22 Different types of character
 speak in different ways: Hera's speeches are typical of a woman scorned (ABT
 1.542, BT 1.553, 557; cf. BT 4.20, ABT 4.53, BT 8.199, 201, 204); the
 speech of Andromache after Hector's death is in perfect imitation of a woman's
 character (BT 22.477, 487), and Hecuba's virulent words about eating Achilles'
 liver are suitable to an old woman whose son has been killed and insulted after

 death (BT 24.212). Again, when she begs Hector to drink wine and rest at
 6.260 this is typical of a mother (BT). They are quick to observe points of
 characterization of the individual heroes. Patroclus' gentleness has already been
 noted (cf. also BT 11.616, 670, 677-8, 814, 12.1, 19.297). The poet's sympathy
 for him is shown by his use of apostrophe, addressing him in the vocative (BT
 16.692-3, 787; cf. Eustathius 1086.49). He uses the same device for Menelaus:

 7poorreirovOe 6& MevecXd~, 6 rotrrlTk (BT 4.127; cf. 146, 7.104, T 13.603). The
 Scholia regard him as a moderate and gentle character (BT 6.51, 62), who
 evokes the sympathy of his companions (BT 4.154, 207, 5.565, 7.122). He is
 called a 'soft fighter' (17.588), but this is said by an enemy and is not the poet's
 own view (ABT). His thXorlcia is displayed in his dispute with Antilochus after
 the chariot-race (BT 23.566).23 Paris is contrasted with him, as cowardly,
 effeminate, and disliked by his own people (BT 3.19, AB 3.371, Porphyry ap.
 B 3.441 quoting Aristotle, fr. 150, BT 4.207, 5.565, 6.509, etc.). Agamemnon
 is also contrasted, as noble and commanding, but arrogant and brutal: the
 Scholia reflect attempts to defend him from criticism, as he is the Greek leader
 and so ought to be a model of kingship, but they cannot whitewash him entirely

 24.163, Quintilian 8.4.21 ff. Homer's
 praise of Nestor's honey-sweet eloquence
 also subtly implies his own poetic charm,
 Kar-a ovXXoywtadv (AB 1.249)! Cf. BT
 6.357-8.

 21 Cf. T 10.482, A 18.217, 230.
 22 Cf. ABT 8.85-7 (Nestor's physical

 weakness shown in action), and Vita
 Sopboclis ? 21 for a similar comment on

 Sophocles. Homer and the tragedians
 seldom waste words on 'character sketches'.
 They know how to convey character in
 action and speech.

 2 That apostrophe is a sign of sympathy
 was argued independently by Adam Parry
 in his sensitive analysis of the characters of
 Patroclus and Menelaus (HSCP 76 (1972),
 9 ff.).
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 (cf. especially BT 1.225, and T 1.32, ABT 2.478, BT 6.58, 62). His defeatist
 speeches to the army, suggesting return home, are interpreted as having a covert
 intention which is the opposite of their apparent one (Porphyry ap. B 2.73, BT
 2.110 ff., 9.11, 14.75).24 This may be true of 2.110 ff., but fails to convince us
 that Agamemnon is not being portrayed as a weak and vacillating leader later.

 Odysseus is a complex character who had always aroused much debate. His
 intelligence and rhetorical skill were clear enough (BT 3.212 ff., 9.225 ff.,
 622, Book 10, passim, etc.): but there were some who detected signs of
 cowardice. In particular, in the Greek flight in Book 8 he did not stop to rescue
 Nestor: did he not hear Diomedes' call, or did he hear and not respond (8.97)?
 Aristarchus seems to have thought that he heard, but others defended him
 (ABT 8.97; cf. BT 7.168, ABT 8.226, ABT 10.139-40, T 10.149, etc.).
 Telamonian Ajax, on the other hand, is straightforward: honest, open, and
 generous (BT 7.192, 199, 226-7, 284, T 13.77, B 13.203, ABT 17.645, A
 17.720), whereas his namesake the Locrian is hot-tempered and boastful,
 faults for which he is duly punished (B 13.203, BT 23.473).

 Achilles is the most difficult to assess. Homer will not let us forget him in
 his absence, and these constant references not only anchor the narrative to its

 central theme, but they also build up his importance (aQYcttj), leading up to
 his return (BT 4.512, 5.788, 7.113, T 11.273, BT 11.600, 13.324, 16.653).
 Plato and Aristotle recognized his inconsistency (cf. Pl. Hippias Minor 369E
 ff. and ABT 9.309, Aristotle, fr. 168 and Poet. 1454a 26 ff.), and the Scholia
 echo these criticisms and suggest answers (BT 18.98, 24.569). He is the
 noblest of the Greeks, but also cruel and ruthless: the Scholia have a hard time
 defending him, when the poet himself seems to disapprove of his brutality,
 especially in his revenge for Patroclus (cf. BT 11.778-9, 20.467, AB 22.397, BT
 23.174). In the Embassy they characterize him as tnXdrpov, drXozv, 0tXaXrf0,
 pap6Ovilov, etcova (BT 9.309), and view his great speech in answer to Agamem-
 non's offer as a masterpiece of nobility and angry pride (ABT 9.429). The
 abruptness of the sentence-structure admirably conveys his emotions (A 9.372,

 ABT 375 ff., 429). And yet, adeS 6 n7p6o 'AxtXXha 7poouraOcc qx'et (B 2.692).
 Lesser characters receive some attention: Menestheus' kindness, for instance,

 is noted (BT 12.3 34-6). Antilochus is the first to kill a Trojan (4.457 ff.),
 perhaps to honour him as he will not have an aristeia later, or because of his
 youthful boldness (BT). He is quick to help in a crisis, as when he goes to aid
 Menelaus (BT 5.565): they were neighbours at home (BT 15.568). His fondness
 for Patroclus is vividly shown by his speechlessness at the news of his death and
 the way he announces it to Achilles (BT 17.695-8, 18.18). His behaviour in the
 chariot race shows the character of a noble young man, over-eager for victory,
 but able to reconcile Menelaus to himself afterwards (BT 23.543, 589, 591-2,
 594).

 On the Trojan side Hector receives most attention, and the Scholia give him
 a poor press. This is the extreme example of their general view that Homer
 wishes to present the Greeks as favourably as possible, whereas the Trojans are
 barbarians, and so are shown in a bad light. This notion (de&i 4tdXXrv' 6 not rc)
 seldom appears in the A Scholia, whereas it runs through the BT Scholia. In its
 more extreme form, therefore, it does not seem to derive from the Alexandrian

 24 Cf. p. 281 below.
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 scholars.2s Although at times Homer undoubtedly shows more sympathy for the
 Greeks, they push this idea to absurd limits.26 In particular, they often distort
 the way in which Hector is portrayed, claiming that he is arrogant, cruel, and
 cowardly. In the duel with Ajax they give all the credit to Ajax and none to his
 opponent, and in the battle which follows he is tyrannical, boastful, and in-
 decisive.27 He blames others for his own mistakes, and his boasts and threats
 will rebound upon himself (BT 13.768, 824, 831).28 His successes are due to
 divine aid or good fortune (BT 15.418, 644-5), and he is destroyed by his
 ambition and folly (BT 22.91, 99). But as his death approaches we begin to
 feel more sympathy for him (BT 15.610, ABT 17.207-8), and Achilles' treat-
 ment of his corpse increases this, so that we are relieved when the gods protect
 it (BT 23.184). There is a good deal of truth in all this, but it neglects those
 scenes which show Hector more favourably, and exaggerates the contrast
 between his behaviour and that of the Greek heroes.

 The idea that the poet is always OtXdXXrlv leads to the assumption that he
 adapts his narrative in order to play down Greek disasters and magnify their
 successes (BT 7.17, ABT 8.1, BT 8.2, 78, 131, 274, 350, 486-7, etc.). The
 audience's sympathies are all on the Greek side, and so they are pleased when
 they do well and sorry when things go badly.29 This seems childish to us, but if
 we think of the reactions of any audience watching a war film we will soon
 realize that it was hard for the Greeks not to adopt this attitude.30

 It is easier for us to sympathize with their admiration for the realism of
 Homer's characters. Truth to life is one of the fundamental virtues of Homer

 which they admire: the poet is aKpwe pur XT?'/ EhXqrl6ac (BT 5.667). The scene
 of Hector's meeting with Andromache and Astyanax receives special praise, and
 when the child is scared of his father's helmet they comment that TaOra TGd
 67rrl o'7rwC Zariv G vap'yeiaC IpeaTrd Care oz0 pdvov daKOVECra rd rpdyiara XX&d

 Kai 6p-rat. XacL v 6' rToroo -K T70V fiO b To 6 otr'7 iKpW TEPtLEYVCTro 7rfl lPSY7oel (BT 6.468; cf. 472, 479).31 It is often such scenes of pathos, contrasting so
 strongly with the brutality of fighting, that arouse their approval (e.g. BT 22.
 512, 24.744). The power to portray emotion and evoke feeling is the most
 important link between Homer and tragedy, according with the Aristotelian
 view of tragedy as arousing 'pity and fear', and the Scholia are full of comments
 on Homer's ability to create sympathy in this way.32 One reason why the poem
 opens with the word 'Wrath' is t'v' K TO 7rtdOo6vU ainoKaOaptevarJ rT roToTro
 ydptov 7rTq v)(lq (AT 1.1): here they echo the Aristotelian theory of KdOapatc.

 2s Cf. W. Dittenberger, Hermes 40
 (1905), 460 ff.

 26 Cf. J. T. Kakridis, Homer revisited
 (Lund, 1971), pp. 54 ff., who criticizes
 Van der Valk for supporting the view of
 the Scholia. See also Van der Valk,
 Researches, I, 474 ff.

 27 Cf. BT 7.89-90, 192, 226-7, 284,
 289, 8.180-1, 197, 216, 497-8, T 515,
 BT 523.

 28 Cf. also BT 14.366, 15.346, T 15.721,
 BT 16.833, 17.220, A 17.225, 227, 240,
 ABT 17.248, BT 18.285, 293, 296, and Van
 der Valk, op. cit., pp. 475 f.

 29 This view is attributed to the scholar

 Pius (T 6.234). His date is not known (RE
 IIA 662), pace Van der Valk (op. cit., I,
 437 n. 120).

 30 There are parallels in the tragic
 Scholia (cf. Trendelenburg, op. cit., p. 131).
 The historians were also criticized for lack

 of patriotism (Dionysius, Thucydides 41,
 Plutarch, De malignitate Herodoti).

 31 For PoLwrtLKCoV qlrwKad etc. cf. ABT
 1.547, BT 5.370, 12.342-3, A 18.12; also
 'Longinus' 9.15, etc.

 32 Cf. J. Griffin, 'Homeric Pathos and
 Objectivity', CQ N.S. 26 (1976), 161 ff. for
 a full and sensitive discussion.
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 In the opening scene with Chryses the poet 'searches after pity by all means'
 (BT 1.13-14). The presence of Priam and Hecuba as spectators of Hector's duel
 with Achilles increases the pathos and dramatic effect (B 3.306). Words such as
 nreptraOc3q are often used to describe such scenes (BT 4.146, 153, 154-5, etc.).33
 iOoq and cidOoc are frequently combined (BT 4.153, 6.411, etc.). The portrayal
 of Andromache laughing amid tears is 'powerfully expressed and impossible to

 analyse' (5vwarCo #qikGv d&epnvevUrov), because of its conflicting emotions
 (ABT 6.484). The poet himself sympathizes with his characters, minor as well
 as major ones, and sometimes even with inanimate objects. When Briseis tears
 'her breasts and tender neck and lovely face' the poet 'seems to share in grieving
 at her disfigurement' (BT 19.285). The death of Iphidamas (11.221 ff.) ad-
 mirably displays his narrative skill, for he divides the details of his autobiography,
 mentioning his marriage briefly to begin with, and only dwelling with sympathy
 on his loss of his new wife and her great value when he is killed (T 11.226, 243,
 BT 242).34 The scene of Andromache's lament when Hector has been killed is a
 masterpiece of pathos. Her quiet preparation of the bath for Hector's return, her
 ignorance of what has occurred, her reactions when she hears the sounds of
 lamentation, still uncertain of what has happened, the poignant recollection of
 happier times in the reference to her wedding-veil, her fainting and narrow
 escape from death, and her long speech, mourning her own fate and that of her
 child, with all its touching and lifelike details: all this makes a scene which
 cannot be surpassed (ABT 22.443-4, BT 448, 452, 465, 468, 474, 487 where
 they defend a passage condemned by Aristarchus, 500, 512). And just as the
 whole work began with the ominous reference to the passion of anger, and a
 portrayal of the sufferings it caused, so 'he closes the Iliad with the greatest
 effects of pathos' (nri nhrXeorc~ 6 'X4cp Karaorpdet r 7 'IvdiSa), providing
 a model for orators in their closing appeals (T 24.746).

 III Adte

 After i0Ooq and rcdOoC we should consider style. Naturally Homer was regarded
 as a master of all the styles which later rhetorical theory distinguished (cf.
 Demetrius, On Style 37, Quint. 10.1.46 ff., Ps.-Plut. On the Life and Poetry of
 Homer ii.72 f.). Of these, the grand or powerful style might be expected to be
 most prominent. Demetrius sees Homer chiefly as an exponent of this, and
 Homer is the prime model of sublimity for 'Longinus'. The Scholia admire the
 grandeur or solemnity of certain passages. Elevation is especially aided by intro-
 duction of divine scenes or the supernatural (e.g. ABT 2.478, BT 4.1, 439, B
 7.59, BT 10.5, T 15.599, T 18.204, BT 20.4, 21.325, 23.383). But heroic
 greatness of soul is also admired, as in Ajax's famous prayer that they may die
 at least in daylight (ABT 17.645-6; cf. 'Longinus' 9.10 where this example
 follows a series of passages about the gods). s

 33 Also ireptraOk, wraOr7rKcoc, etc. (see
 Baar s.v.).

 34 Cf. B 2.692, BT 4.127, 146, 7.104,
 13.180, T 13.603, ABT 16.549, BT 16.692-
 3, 775, 787, T 17.301. At BT 15.610-14
 they defend these lines against rejection by

 Zenodotus and Aristarchus, observing that
 they show the poet's sympathy at Hector's
 impending death.

 3s On this 'hierarchy of sublime themes'
 see D. C. Innes, 'Gigantomachy and natural
 philosophy', CQ N.S. 29 (1979), 165 ff.
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 Elevation of everyday scenes and actions by means of dignified language is
 also frequently praised, and this is especially a feature of similes (cf. BT 3.385,
 9.134, 206, 13.589, 14.347, 16.7, 17.389, 570, 18.346, 21.12, 24.266). More

 generally, the notion of ai~aotq, which runs through the Scholia, has an impor-
 tant part to play here. As this means the art of making something seem more
 significant, it can refer to a large variety of devices. Some of these are composi-
 tional on a large scale, for instance the aggrandizement of Achilles' combat by
 the Theomachy (T 21.385). But others are more limited in scope. Similes, for
 example, are often regarded as serving this purpose. In general, the expansion of
 standard themes and addition of details adds to the importance of what is being
 described, or what is about to be described. Thus divine assemblies, 'typical
 scenes' such as those of arming, invocation of the Muses, an accumulation of
 similes and other devices can be used to signal a major episode, whilst details of
 wounds or a hero's background are used to draw special attention to a character
 or scene in the midst of the battle.36

 Powerful or striking effects are noted by the use of such epithets as 5vvard6,
 6ctvwd (e.g. ABT 6.484, BT 14.437, 15.496, T 16.283) or the terms KrXflctq,
 Ka~rd7rX77Ltq (BT 1.242, 3.182, T 18.51; 20.62, which is praised extensively by
 'Longinus' 9.6; BT 21.388, which is quoted together with 20.61 ff. by 'Longinus',
 loc. cit., 24.630). But it is surprising that these terms are not more often used.

 The middle style is rarely mentioned. The much-admired portrait of Briseis
 in 19.282 ff. is said to be 'in the middle style' (pecoo6 XapaKTrpoq), although it is
 also 'dignified, graphic and pathetic' (cpvce3 areparat Kai Xiav l rTi 7pa0xucd,

 T7 6&- ~tprru4 ovITnaraei Kai yoep6d: BT). The idea of Kdoipo may be relevant here (although it can have much wider uses). The Scholia are aware that this can serve
 a functional purpose. For example, their comment on the passage describing the
 return journey of the Greeks from Chrysa after the appeasement of Apollo is
 surely very acute (BT 1.481): 'the poet shares in their joy and now paints a fair
 picture (KaXXtypacet) of their return-journey, in contrast to the journey out. He
 does the same in the case of Poseidon'. This must in fact be one reason why

 Homer expands in a lyrical way the 'typical scene' of a voyage at this point,
 whereas the outward journey to Chrysa is very matter-of-fact.37 The reference to
 Poseidon is to his journey to help the Greeks at 13.17 ff., another lyrical passage
 whch is said to be introduced for relief from the battle (T 13.20), whereas at
 15.218-19, when his forced departure is described in only two lines, they say
 that Homer cuts short the description, 'since it is with sorrow' (BT 15.219).
 Again this shows a sensitive awareness of the poet's subtle variation of 'typical
 scenes' to suit the dramatic situation.

 The Thersites-episode is seen as designed in part for comic relief (ABT 2.212;

 36 Cf. BT 3.182, 190, 4.1, 2, 35, 153-4,
 422, 435, 439, 452, 512, 5.23, 70, 87,
 543-4, 703, 801, T 6.234, BT 6.413, 499,
 7.208, 214, 8.2, 77, 131, A 9.14, ABT
 11.475, AB 11.548, A 12.4, BT 12.23,
 T 12.154, BT 12.430, 465-6, T 13.345,
 BT 14.394-8, 15.258, 312-13, 414, 16.58,
 98-9, 549, T 16.810, BT 16.814, AT
 17.260, BT 17.671, 676, B 19.388-91,
 BT 20.213, T 21.385, BT 22.294, 371,
 AB 22.443-4, BT 23.222, 24.214, 490.

 See also N. Austin, 'The Function of
 Digressions in the Iliad', GRBS 7 (1966),
 295 ff., and G. M. Calhoun, 'Homeric repe-
 titions', University of California Publications
 in Classical Philology 12 (1933), 1 ff.

 37 The Scholia also note that this is the
 only voyage described in the Iliad, and so
 receives a good deal of attention (BT
 1. 434 f.). Structurally, this scene pro-
 vides an effective contrast with the
 narrative of Achilles' anger.
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 cf. Demetrius 163). In the Catalogue of Ships the variety of epithets and
 formulae embellishes what would otherwise be lifeless (B 2.494).38 They have a
 good comment on the death of Otrynteides, whose life-history is described with
 lapidary pathos (20.382 ff.): although this episode could be seen simply as an
 instance of noLKtLXa, it is particularly apt here, as the embellishment of the
 incident brings relief from the monotony of so many battles and killings, and also
 shows that Achilles' first victim was not insignificant (BT 20.383).

 KdoauoA is seen also as a function of the similes. The Scholia sometimes identify
 a single point of comparison and regard the rest as ornamental (e.g. T 12.41, or
 BT 21.257, where the poet is said to move 'from the powerful to the refined

 and flowery style': r6 no roz7 65poj rni 'r6 ioXvv ~'Pxcrat Kai avO77pdv).39 More
 often, however, they insist on the detailed and precise correspondence between
 simile and narrative (see pp. 15 f. below).

 The plain style is not often mentioned explicitly, but many features which
 are supposed to characterize it are referred to. Occasionally the simplicity of a
 passage is praised: Ajax's retreat at 16.101 ff. makes a vivid effect without the
 use of any rhetorical devices, the narrative directly reflecting the action (BT).
 Priam's brief catalogue of the horrors of a fallen city (22.61 ff.) has no orna-
 mental epithets to complicate its stark realism (BT). Brevity is often noted as
 effective: &v 3paxei 6 rcirdvra 7rdpaurat.40 Thus, when Achilles sees the wounded
 Machaon passing his hut, and calls Patroclus out, Homer says of Patroclus KaKo6
 6' dpa ol 7rAXev &PXj (11.604). This pregnant interjection by the poet 'puts the
 hearer in suspense to know what this trouble means, and begets attention by the
 brevity of the reference' (BT). Later they comment again on this passage:
 &vaycbv t  &orwt 6 7otiLri Kai, &~v dpa, oirnppa pd'vov r7iOrow (T 15.64).
 Likewise, rapidity is praised, as in Antilochus' announcement to Achilles of
 Patroclus' death: 'he gives the bad news quickly, in only two lines, and has
 revealed all briefly, the dead man, those who are fighting over him, his killer'

 (BT 18.20).4' Clarity (oa/jv'eta) is sometimes mentioned (e.g. BT 5.70 oaaor-
 vifet, A 5.9, AB 11.548 as a function of similes, BT 4.154, 11.722-5). More often

 the term tvdpyeta (vividness) is used to characterize a passage. On 4.154 (Xetpo6
 <wcv MeveXaov, reareovixo v ro 6' eradpot), in the context of Agamemnon's
 address to Menelaus after his wounding, they comment: diekXe r6v aoriov, Kai

 o6) j0a'/ etri'v oa z'rvetav,, 4iroXoet &a iTv evapyetav, irtq tp/aiv'et 7rTv
 'Ayap~pvovoc ovurndOetav Kai 7rTv rwv aovaxOo'cv braopwv &'6ieCow (BT).42
 Again it is especially the similes which are said to have this quality of making
 the scene come to life before our eyes.43

 38 Cf. Dionysius, On the Arrangement
 of Words 16.

 39 Demetrius, however, praises 21.257
 ff. as an example of accurate and vivid
 description (209). Cf. also BT 4.482, T
 11.481, BT 17.666, 22.193. Demetrius
 (129) chooses the simile at Od. 6.105 ff.
 as an illustration of 'dignified and lofty
 elegance' (aL keydtevat o eYva txdpTreq Kal

 te-ydXat). 40 Cf. BT 1.505, A 2.765, 3.200-2,
 BT 4.125, 222, ABT 4.274, BT 6.460,
 8.87, T 10.297-8, 314, BT 11.239, 300,
 13.249, 15.219, 496, 16.112, T 16.630,

 ABT 20.372, BT 20.395.
 41 Cf. also T 10.409, BT 15.6-7, 16.

 293, 415-16, 17.605, 20.456, T 20.460.
 42 Cf. also 6.467-8, 10.461, T 11.378,

 AB 11.548, BT 12.430, 14.438, 454,
 15.381, 16.7, 17.263, 389, 20.394, 21.526,
 22.61-2, 23.362, 692, 697.

 43 Another related term is WaL4aotL
 (cf. ~'OarutcZq, which is similarly used,
 though different in origin), of any striking
 or vivid effect or expression: BT 1.342,
 2.414, 3.342, 4.126, 5.744, 8.355, 9.206,
 ABT 9.374-5, BT 11.297, 12.430, 15.381,
 624, 740, 16.379, ABT 17.652-3, BT
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 The other main quality of this style is said to be lOavdWTr4C, the ability to
 make one's narrative credible (cf. Demetrius 208, 221 f.). We have already seen
 this associated with the use of divine interventions to account for extraordinary
 events, and the principle that one should not over-elaborate but leave one's
 audience to fill in some details themselves is also said to be an aspect of uOtavdrio?
 (Demetrius 222). irt0avd6r is in fact an aspect of Homer's style in general, but
 it is especially shown in the way he gives realistic and circumstantial details of

 places or characters, as for example in the brief sketch of Simoeisius: au7ra 5
 e~ire rroXX7v lrTorw trbutdp&wv Tc Xdy p  e acTr6rrT?e cq6v (BT 4.473; cf. 470,
 2.673, T 11.167, 772, BT 13.171, 14.225-7, T 16.328). Elsewhere, a small
 touch gives life and persuasiveness to an incident, as when Odysseus forgets his
 whip after the killing of Rhesus (BT 10.500), or when Patroclus routs the
 Trojans and the Greek ship is left 'half-burnt' (BT 16.293-4). Extraordinary
 events, so often the material for criticism of Homer's credibility, are also
 defended, sometimes in a way which seems to us literal-minded: for instance,
 when Mydon falls on his head in the deep sand and remains there upside down,
 they give an elaborate explanation of how this could really happen (BT 5.587)!
 On the other hand, when Achilles alone is nearly washed away by the river, they

 admit that this is driOavov, but follow the Aristotelian principle that its dramatic
 effectiveness is such that the hearer does not stop to reflect on its probability
 (BT 21.269; cf. Arist. Poet. 1460a 11 ff., especially 26 f. and 35 ff.).

 imravudrq and &idpyeta are closely linked, and both depend on the power of
 visualization (cf. Arist. Poet. 145 5a 22 ff.). The visual or sometimes pictorial

 qualities of a scene are often noticed. The sacrifice on the shore at Chrysa is an
 'impressive spectacle' (B 1.316), the white fat mingling with the dark smoke
 0avraoruKc.q (ABT 1.317), and the poet 'paints a fair picture' of the return
 voyage (BT 1.481). The famous nod of Zeus to Thetis was the inspiration for
 the works of Pheidias and Euphranor (AT 1.538-30). The comparison of
 Menelaus' wounded thigh to ivory stained with purple gives us an 6utw 7pawuctrK
 (BT 4.141), and the scene of Hector smiling at his child and Andromache crying
 is also 'graphic' (BT 6.405). The description of Hera dressing and making herself
 beautiful is contrasted with the work of artists who show women naked: Homer
 does not do so, but 'he has portrayed her in words more effectively than in
 colours' (BT 14.187). Ajax's retreat in Book 16 is 'more vivid than a painting',
 and the forceful repetition of words in 104-5 is not imitable by artists (BT

 16.104, T 107).44
 Another term to describe any especially vivid or striking image or visualization

 21.9-10, 361, 362, 22.146, 24.212.
 vep-yeta (vigour) can be used in a similar
 way (and the MSS confuse this with
 ~vdipeta). Cf. esp. BT 12.461: IravraxdOev

 EKivlaeU riV -v p-yetav, followed by a detailed catalogue of all the elements in
 the scene which make it so vivid and
 dramatic. Cf. also BT 10.369, T 20.48.
 Normally, however, &vEdpyeta is used for
 personification of inanimate objects. These
 qualities could really be classified as well or
 better under the grand or powerful style,
 and this shows the essential artificiality of
 the whole system.

 44 Cf. also A 3.327, BT 4.541, 5.82,
 6.468, 10.524, 11.282, 12.463-5, T 13.11,
 BT 13.281, 597, T 14.285, BT 16.470,
 T 17.85, 136, 18.586, BT 18.603-4, 19.282,
 T 20.162, BT 21.67-8, T 21.175, BT 21.
 325, 22.61-2, 80, T 22.97, 367, BT 22.474,
 T 24.163. Comparison between literature
 and the visual arts was common in anti-
 quity. Cf. also R. W. Lee, 'Ut pictura poesis,
 The humanistic theory of painting', The
 Art Bulletin 22 (1940), 199 ff., for the
 development of such ancient parallels in
 the Renaissance.
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 is @avraoia.45 The famous scene before the Theomachy, when Zeus thunders,
 Poseidon shakes the earth, and Hades leaps up in terror, is an obvious example of
 cavraola (T 20.56; cf. 'Longinus' 9.6). Quieter, but equally effective, is the
 portrayal of Thetis coming out of the sea 'like mist' (BT 1.359). The opening
 of the fighting is marked by the appearance of the deities of war, Ares, Athene,
 and their associates Terror, Panic, and Strife, creating a lieyaXolrpenlrC cavraoia
 (BT 4.439), and Zeus holding his hand over Troy is another striking image of this
 kind (ABT 9.420). Such scenes involve gods (cf. BT 3.385), but this is not always
 so, and vivid images of battle or contest have a similar effect (cf. BT 7.62,
 8.62-3, 11.534, 15.712, 21.3). Thus, the description of the chariot race in 23.
 362 ff. is so well portrayed that the poet's audience see it as clearly as the
 spectators (BT; cf. Demetrius 209 f.).

 The similes have already been mentioned several times, and many of the most
 appreciative comments of the Scholia concern them.46 Their general functions
 are seen as contributing &vdpyeta, aQoatq, Kodapoq, and relief from the narrative.
 Unlike many (but not all) modern scholars, however, the Scholia tend to regard
 the detailed elaboration of the similes as adding significantly to the effect of
 the scene with which they are compared, and they often admire their close
 correspondence or dKpoclea. For example, when Athene deflects Pandarus'
 arrow and saves Menelaus, as a mother deflects a fly from her sleeping child,
 they say: 'the mother indicates Athene's favour towards Menelaus, the fly
 suggests the ease with which it is swatted away and darts to another place, the
 child's sleep shows Menelaus being caught off guard, and the weakness of the
 blow' (BT 4.130). In the same book the meeting of the two armies is compared
 with the confluence of two mountain torrents (452 ff.).

 Here you can hear the sound of the two rivers, and the whole description adds to the effect

 (716otue) of the sound. For they do not flow through the plains but from a mountain, thus
 creating not a flow but a rush of water; and they come down to the same place, making the
 sound great by the collision of their streams; and he adds 'from great springs', thus evoking
 a harsh din by the quantity of the torrential water; and the hollow place which receives them
 is called a Lo-ydyKeta, making a harsh onomatopoeia and adding to the threatening impres-
 sion of the stream. Perhaps also he has used a comparison with two rivers not only for
 greater effect (a6trnot), but also because there are two armies clashing with each other
 (BT).47

 A simpler instance where they detect a correspondence which the poet surely
 intended is in the comparison of the fall of Simoeisios, who was born by the
 banks of the river Simoeis, to the fall of a tree growing beside a river (BT 4.484).
 When Hector pursuing the Greeks is compared to a dog in pursuit of a single
 fleeing lion or wild boar, they defend the details of the simile: Hector pursues
 them one at a time, 'always killing the last man' (342), and the comparison is
 primarily one of speed, the dog being quicker, but the Greeks are also compared
 to the stronger and more valiant animal (ABT 8.338). The comparison of the
 retreating Ajax with a donkey being driven from a corn-field by children is
 praised for its detailed correspondence (BT 11.558). The simile suggests Ajax's

 4s Cf. Quint. 6.2.29 ff., 'Longinus'
 15 with D. A. Russell's commentary, and
 Von Franz, op. cit., pp. 19 ff.

 46 For an extensive discussion see the

 work of Clausing (op. cit., above, p. 265 n. 3).
 47 Cf. Virgil's echo of this simile, to

 describe Aeneas and Turnus raging over the
 battlefield (Aen. 12.523 ff.).
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 contempt for the Trojans, and their feebleness. The beast's greediness indicates
 his stubborn stand, and the fact that he is grazing shows the slowness of Ajax's
 retreat. The donkey is described as lazy and inured to much beating, having had
 many sticks broken on his back: all this adds to the effect of stubbornness.
 When the Greeks defending their gates are compared by Asios to wasps or bees
 defending their homes on a road, the simile both shows their spirit and also is
 slightly derogatory, which is suitable in an enemy's mouth (BT 12.167). When
 the Trojans pouring over the Achaean wall are like a great wave pouring over

 the sides (ro~XCov) of a ship in a violent storm, they comment that deti avrdv

 n7apev6oKru ei 6 roto7ri7C rai' 6potoaeaw Tv 7 yp evapydaTepov ' /peavrTwLAr )epov
 4i KaOd7rac oavwcwuo6epov 7TaT?q 7"i7 eiKuVOC; (BT 15.381). In the comparison of
 Patroclus to a marauding lion, wounded in the chest, 'whose valour brought his
 doom', they rightly admire this foreshadowing of Patroclus' death (BT 16.752-
 3), and when Achilles' grief for Patroclus is compared to that of a lioness whose
 cubs have been stolen by a hunter, and who searches the glens for the man who
 has taken them, they note the appropriateness of this elaboration, suggesting
 Achilles' desire to take vengeance on Hector (BT 18.318). Again, when his
 lament for Patroclus is like a father's for the death of his newly-married son,
 this shows not only the depth of Achilles' love but also the poignancy of the
 loss, as the son had come of age and the father had lost not only his child but
 his hopes of grandchildren (BT 23.222). These and many other examples48 show
 their sensibility to the less obvious implications and wider resonance of the
 similes. It it easy to disparage this approach, as the product of a more sophisti-
 cated literary age, judging Homer by standards suitable for Apollonius Rhodius
 or Virgil. It would be more valuable to return to the Iliad itself, to see how often
 the Scholia do in fact appreciate more fully than we do the way in which the
 similes enhance the poem.
 They are also sensitive to what one might call the symbolic aspects of the

 similes: for example, when Hector's onslaught is like a reckless boulder bounding
 down a mountain, 'the barbarian and irrational onrush' is appropriately com-
 pared to an inanimate weight rolling onward unchecked (BT 13.137; cf. 13.39,
 etc.).49 Another function of similes is to make visible what cannot easily be
 described or imagined, because of its extraordinary character. Hence they are
 drawn from material familiar to the audience, and often from commonplace

 things, dignified by Homer's language, such as the child's sand-castle (BT 15.
 362), or grasshoppers flying from a fire (BT 21.12; cf. 16.7, A 16.364, BT
 17.389, 570). The Scholia are also appreciative of the relationship of different
 similes to each other, and of the way in which multiple similes are used to
 build up a complex picture (ABT 2.455, BT 2.480, 6.513, AB 11.548, T 12.132,
 ABT 12.278, BT 14.394-8, 15.618, 624, 17.4, 133, ABT 17.657, BT 20.490).50
 On the relationship of simile to metaphor, and the way in which metaphorical

 language may anticipate or answer a simile, there are some interesting observa-
 tions by Porphyry (Quaestiones homericae I, ed. Sodano, Nos. 6 and 17 = B
 48 Cf. ABT 2.87, BT 3.222, 6.509, ABT

 9.4, BT 11.113, ABT 12.278, BT 12.433,
 13.39, 137, 298, 14.394-8, 15.324, 618,
 679, 690, 16.406, 633, T 16.756-7, BT
 17.53, 61, 263, 434, ABT 17.657, BT 17.
 676, 747, 755, 18.161, 207, B 18.220, BT
 20.490, T 20.495, BT 21.12, 22, 522-3,
 22.199-201.

 49 On this see R. R. Schlunk, The
 Homeric Scholia and the Aeneid (Ann
 Arbor, 1974), pp. 42 ff.

 so On this aspect see H. Frinkel, Die
 bomeriscben Gleicbnisse (G6ttingen, 1921),
 and C. Moulton, Similes in the Homeric
 Poems (G6ttingen, 1977).
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 11.269, 4.447). He notes that there can be an interchange of language between
 narrative and simile, as (for instance) when swarms of bees are called 6Ovea in a
 comparison with the Greek troops (2.87), or KopVooeTrat is used of a wave com-
 pared to the advancing army (4.424), and vice versa where Achilles' voice
 compared to a trumpet is called 6'ra xdXKeov (18.222). Thus a 'cloud of foot-
 soldiers' immediately suggests and is followed by the simile of a storm-cloud
 moving over the sea, whose language in turn suggests the movement of troops,
 and a comparison of Penelope's cheeks wet with tears to melting snow brings
 in its train the metaphorical rTiKro KaXcL nrap 'ia SaKpvXeoloVa (Od. 19.205 ff.).
 This kind of interaction has attracted the attention of modern critics also.51

 In their analysis of speeches they reflect the prevalent ancient view of Homer
 as a model for orators.s2 Thus the 'three styles' find their representatives in
 Odysseus, Nestor, and Menelaus (ABT 3.212-16). The styles of the four speakers
 in the Embassy are well defined (BT 9.622): '05vooem) oaverd6, nravovopyoc,

 Oepanrevrudz - 'AXtLXe6c Ovpu6d, peyaXa6Cpwv, IofttWL ilOurd, 7rpoqo, nrat6evrtud6
 A'iac w6pedoq, oepv6, /peya6dcpwv, O huXovo, 6VoKLVrTro, f3a 00. The Scholia
 also analyse their speeches in detail in accordance with rhetorical techniques
 (BT 9.225 ff.). Speeches of persuasion are often interpreted as highly artificial
 and sophisticated, suggesting something covertly (XeXrlO6rwc), in contrast to
 their surface meaning. Thus Agamemnon's speech to the army in Book 2 is
 really intended as an encouragement to remain at Troy (BT 2.110).53 Helen's
 speeches are designed to win the Trojans' favour (Aristotle, fr. 147 ap. B 3.237,
 BT 6.344). Zeus and Hera bargain rhetorically with each other, emphasizing the
 extent of their concessions (ABT 4.51). This approach may well seem out of
 place to us, but we recognize how much of Homer's individual invention is
 invested in the speeches. A particular device which is noted is the use of
 napaeriypara or gpOot for persuasion or consolation, as in the reminiscences of
 Nestor and Phoenix:54 their observations here are very pertinent, and they are
 quick to note not only the parallelism of the Meleager story with Achilles'
 situation, but also the relevance to this of what Phoenix says of his own past
 life (448 ff.).55 Notice too their first-class observation about silence, when

 Antilochus is speechless at the news of Patroclus' death: 7rcraX6adOev Cnrepl-
 varo r6d r'vOo, gpdXora &6 U K ro0 k7n6f 7rv6TOEatl rdv rp6drov ri reXevrfi.
 tive7rat ) V iv ocAwn7rl ravr6o k70yov peicv (BT 17.695-8). There is a similar
 comment on Ajax's famous refusal to answer Odysseus at Od. 11.563: 5rkXov

 o6iV rt Kai TCoP nap 7rpaycr5oq6 Xdy6wv OXrTov az),ro0 23 0oW1rrs.56 The dramatic
 effect of these episodes has some bearing on the question of silences in tragedy.57

 There are many other features of Homeric style and technique on which the

 s" See especially the elaborate treatment
 of the whole subject by M. S. Silk, Inter-
 action in Poetic Imagery (Cambridge, 1974).
 His note on ancient views of Homeric

 imagery does not mention Porphyry (211 f.).
 See also D. A. West, JRS 59 (1969), 40 ff.
 on interaction and transfusion in the similes
 in the Aeneid.

 5s2 See G. A. Kennedy, AJP 78 (1957),
 23 ff., H. North, Traditio 8 (1952), 1 ff.;
 and for a modern analysis D. Lohmann,
 Die Komposition der Reden in der Ilias
 (de Gruyter, 1970).

 s3 Cf. BT 14.75, and [Dionysius of
 Halicarnassus], On Contrived Speeches
 (Opuscula ii.310 ff.) and p. 273 above.

 54 BT 1.262, 7.132, 155, 9.448, B
 9.452, 480, BT 9.527, 11.670, 717, 785-6,
 A 18.117, BT 24.601-2.

 5s Cf. Austin, op. cit., above (p. 276 n.36).
 56 Cf. 'Longinus' 9.2, and W. Biihler,

 Beitrage z. Erklarung der Schrift vom
 Erbabenen, pp. 15 ff.

 57 Cf. O. Taplin, 'Aeschylean
 Silences and Silences in Aeschylus',
 HSCP 76 (1972), 57 ff.
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 Scholia have useful observations to make, and I will mention here only a few
 which seem to me particularly valuable. It was Aristarchus who first observed
 the well-known Homeric principle of barepov (or 6eirepov) 7Tporepov, itself
 only one form of the device of ring-composition, whereby the items in a list
 are picked up and repeated in reverse order.58 Aristarchus, however, also noted
 contrary examples, and a collection of these by Epaphroditus is quoted by the
 Towneleian Scholia (15.6-7).s9 They seem to reflect controversy over this

 point, saying d6't del p7Tpo r 76pd d ~porov r7avrd 6 TroTrm (i.e. the reverse of
 vo'repov 7Tporepov), although this is obviously wrong. They also note instances
 of chiasmus, a related structural device (e.g. T 22.158), and antithesis (e.g.
 BT 12.417 ff., where there is also chiasmus). Complex sentence structure and
 parenthesis are observed (e.g. BT 3.59, A 17.608, and also A 2.745, P. Oxy.
 1086.115 on 2.819 ff., etc.).6 A particularly involved example, with a paren-
 thetic expansion of thirteen lines, is noted in Achilles' speech at 18.101 ff. (BT;
 cf. Leaf ad loc.). They also observe the use of asyndeton and extended paratactic
 sentence-structure in speeches of anger (BT 3.50-3). Asyndeton has perhaps never
 been used more effectively than where Hector in his last fight loses his spear and
 calls to Deiphobus for another:

 ari7 6' Kar?7kraaa, o0v6' XX' eXe LatOVXwev E-yXo.

 Al?00ooov 6e K'XEL XevK7ontLsa paKpOv &vaaq
 TreE 1 6tv 5pv plaKpov 6 ' oCiTt oi t'yy0ev i7ev (22.293-5)

 Here they comment: ilow Xpratr7t 7& davv rqo aXXa& Kai rt brt7opT (repeti-
 tion) Aeetv6rarov (T 22.295).

 Repetition and anaphora can be used for effect in many ways. The most
 famous rhetorical example was that of Nireus, with its double epanalepsis and
 asyndeton (2.671 ff.; cf. Arist. Rhet. 1414a2 ff., Demetrius 61-2, A 2.671).
 When the confused noise of the advancing Trojan army is compared with the
 cries of cranes, the triple repetition of KXayy7 emphasizes the continual din
 (ABT 3.5). When Andromache foretells Hector's death, the repetition of the
 pronoun 'you' suggests her love and dependence (BT 6.411). In the description of
 Ajax's retreat, the insistent repetition of different parts of dhXXetv (0/3XXovTec

 ... paXhXoypve .. .3dXXero) creates a powerful effect (BT 16.104).61 Epanalepsis
 of a half-line, which occurs only three times (20.371-2, 22.127-8, 23.641-2),
 each time with what seems to be a slightly different purpose, is noted in the first
 case as emphasizing the force of fire and strength of iron, in the second as
 suggesting the long-drawn-out conversation of the young man and girl (ABT
 20.372, BT 22.127).62 Repetition in a catalogue of an emphatic word or simply

 ss Cf. A 2.629, 763 and P. Oxy. 1086
 i.ll ff., A 4.451, 7.276, AT 11.834-5,
 A 12.400, T 15.330-3, A 24.605, Cicero
 ad Att. 1.16.1, and S. E. Bassett, HSCP 31
 (1920), 39 ff.

 s9 Cf. A 2.621, 6.219, T 15.330-3,
 16.251, 22.158.

 60 Cf. Schmidt, Erklarungen, pp. 36-8.
 61 Cf. also 2.382-4

 e6 g v rtc G6dpv tciOcw, e6 6' &arnia Oe'uOw,
 e - rtq " irotwV 5e-rvov 66rcw CKUvdr6beautv,

 e6 6e'nrt tdpCaroq &ahpl ibc; ov io.loto .Se6eaOOw, for epanaphora and bomoeoteleuton together
 (ABT 2.382).

 L. P. Wilkinson observes that anaphora
 is relatively rare in Homer, and hence all
 the more striking when it does occur
 (Golden Latin Artistry (Cambridge, 1966),
 pp. 66 f.).

 6" Eustathius regards such repetition as
 spontaneous (?v6tdOeroC) and realistic
 (1211.44, 1321.44).
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 of connective particles is recognized as a feature of archaic style (T 10.228,
 BT 17.216-18).63

 A different form of repetition is that of formulaic epithets. Milman Parry
 acknowledged that Aristarchus had already recognized the general or formulaic
 character of many epithets, in cases where they did not seem to fit the
 immediate context.64 The BT Scholia and Porphyry echo his views, although
 they are aware of other attempts to explain such cases (e.g. BT 8.555).
 Eustathius also has a good comment on the use of Opaao)v 'EKropa at 24.786
 (1376.12): 'the poet preserves the fine epithets for the heroes in a dignified
 way, even when they cannot act in accordance with them, and in this way as
 it were keeps them as treasures (Ketpr7XtoE) for them'. At the same time we can
 now see that Parry was too vigorous in denying that such epithets could ever
 have a more specific effect. We can also sympathize with such comments as that
 on 21.218, where Scamander complains that his lovely waters (Uparewd
 e'eOpa) are choked with corpses: 'the epithet is well-used to show that it is
 waters of such quality which are polluted' (BT). Parry unjustly criticized this
 comment (op. cit., p. 120). He ought to have noted that this phrase is in fact
 unique in Homer!

 Another important aspect of Homeric language which ancient scholars
 appreciated was the poet's tendency when using rare or archaic words to add a
 phrase which explained their sense, or alternatively to suggest their etymology
 by a related word, as with ifrot 6 KdLT r7Tio'v r 'AXrObv oioC d&Xdro (6.201).
 Porphyry has a long discussion of this, which begins with the famous statement
 that as Homer often explains himself one should interpret him by his own

 evidence ('Opuqpov t 'OOjpov oaW/if7etvw), and he lists many other examples.65
 This Homeric technique of etymology has been seen as a kind of foreshadowing
 of later scholarly work on epic language.66

 The Scholia also observe the poet's ability to invent names for his characters
 which suit their situation. Thus the daughters of Agamemnon in 9.145, Chryso-
 themis, Laodice, and Iphianassa, all have names appropriate to a ruling family
 (ABT). Aristarchus noted that the poet was 6voyaro8erUt6d.67 Interest in
 Homeric names goes back at least to Prodicus, who observed that Bathycles was
 so-called because of his father Chalcon's wealth in bronze (T 16.594 f.).68

 IV. Sound and rhythm

 Finally, there is an aspect of Homeric verse which seldom receives the atten-
 tion it deserves, whereas the Scholia have many useful observations on it. This
 is sound and rhythm.69 The modern tendency to pay special attention to the

 63 See also Demetrius, On Style 54,
 Dionysius of Halicarnassus, On the Arrange-
 ment of Words 16 (ad fin.), on repetition
 and variation in the Catalogue of Ships.

 64 Cf. The Making of Homeric Verse
 (Oxford, 1971), pp. 120 ff.

 65 Schol. B 6.201 = Quaestiones
 Homericae I, No. 11. Cf. also A 6.200,
 T 7.278, A 9.137, BT 13.281, 14.176,
 T 14.178, ABT 14.518, T 15.536.

 66 Cf. Pfeiffer, History of Classical
 Scholarship, i, pp. 3 ff.

 67 Cf. A 5.60, A 6.18, AT 12.342, etc.
 65 Note also Democritus, D.-K. 68 B 24:

 Eumaeus' mother was called Penia! As

 Eumaeus' father is called Ctesios (Od.
 15.414), it looks as if Democritus intends
 an allegory like that of Poros and Penia as
 parents of Eros.

 69 In general see W. B. Stanford, The
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 traditional or formulaic character of the verse does not encourage sensitivity
 to the way in which the poet fits sound to sense in particular contexts, whereas
 the ancient emphasis on mimesis naturally led to appreciation of this. The
 Scholia often note the harshness or rough sound of lines or phrases, e.g.:

 BT 2.210 aiytaXc, IeydXcp ppelerat, oujapayet 6 re Todvroc (simile), BT 2.463 KXayrlqdv rrpoKa0te6Trov, lapapayei & Tre Xetqpov (simile),

 BT 3.358 = BT 7.252 Kai &td &Oop'?Koc rroXvbatldiXovu ipprpetoro, where the
 last word 'suggests the force of the blow',

 B 13.181 CO TEu-oev, 6dy4i /t& oi p03pdXe reXEa 7rotKLAaC XaXKCw,70 BT 16.792 XetPL KaraTprluel, orpeoe6t'vGlevb &' oi d6ace, where the unusual
 compound of orp4qw and 6tueo is said to produce a harsh effect, again suggest-
 ing the force of the blow,

 BT 23.30 iroXXoi p j 3d6c &pyoi 6pdXOeov l&gli ut6lp~pW, where 6p XOeov imitates
 their bellowing,

 BT 23.396 OpuhvX(6 6& pgrTrozov n' 6pdot ... where OpvXuiXBr describes the
 face shattered in the crash, and at 23.392 they also comment on the imitation

 of the sound of the breaking chariot in r`rrretov 65 ot 7e GOed& 'vydv (BT), presum-
 ably referring to the harsh brevity of 77e.

 It is especially the similes which produce such effects, and of these most
 commonly the sea and river scenes. Thus of 13.798 f.

 KI6paTa rabXcdoura iroXvQXoouopoow 0aXddouT,
 KvoprTa aXlptpdovTa, irp6d V 7' &XX', acrdp ri' dXXa

 they say that by the harshness of composition of the letters the poet imitates
 the noise, and the similar endings of the words also contribute to the effect of

 incessant waves, whilst 7raoXd4 ora especially imitates their sound, KvprdC their

 size, and 0aXiTptdcovra their colour (BT). At 15.624 ff.

 Xappduv vOral veo4weu &vveloarpeCb ' - &? bE re d&a
 dXy ' OIer0pqOL?7 (etc.)

 the K'd-Tno and i60doc of the language 'do not allow one to see the ship, hidden
 as it is by spray' (BT 15.625). In the simile of the flooded rivers pouring down
 to a junction in the hills, already discussed, the language suggests the din:

 cog S' 6'e xepappot irorapoi Kar' 6peaOt ) OVTreC
 /C ptoLyd'yKetav av/pd3XXeroV 63ptpov i&Op
 KpovvPCv . K IpeydXCv KOtlA7 ci-'roO"e xapd6p'Pq,

 TCOV ~ re r T d7oe SoO7rovo tvl opeatw &Kve 7TOtp1V"
 cdC rCW ptaOJEopVov ) yeveto iax?? re irdvoC re (4.452 ff.).

 This is achieved especially by the harsh sound of some of the words, such as

 loytdy'Ketav, (BT).71 The most celebrated of these similes was 17.263 ff., which was supposed to have caused Plato (or Solon) to burn his poetry in despair:

 Sound of Greek (University of California
 Press, 1967), who discusses the views of
 ancient critics such as Dionysius of Hali-
 carnassus, and also L. P. Wilkinson, Golden
 Latin Artistry, pp. 9 ff.

 70 Cf. Od. 21.48-9 &v~ppaxev ... i3paxe
 of doors, quoted at B 8.393 (on nrhXat
 /LVKOv, where /VlKov is also said to be 'ono-
 matopoeic').

 71 Cf. p. 279 above, and also Dionysius,
 op. cit., 16.
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 ce 6 6r' O r'i OTrpoxoq it troerdoq 7roraioio

 03pvXEv pd~ya Kvya 7rorti 60ov, pci 6d 7' diKCpat iitdvec podoouw v pevyo'vql dhX'6 'o,
 TrdOu3 dpa Tpc&e iax, ' oav ...

 Here the sea's rush meets the water pouring from the river, swollen by rain,

 and the echo of their roar is expressed in iiveq pod6oowatw, with the diectasis of
 the verb (BT).72

 A similar effect is produced in 14.394

 o'rTe OaXdoaaru Kvpa rdoov ood0 , 7roTi Xdpaop (T).

 This shows that diectasis was not necessarily merely a metrical device, but could
 also be artistic. Likewise they find that the metrical lengthening of the last word
 in 7.208

 oueaTr' 'ret' odq T re eX jptoq 'pxcrat "Apre (simile)

 suggests the appearance and broad advance of Ajax (BT). Demetrius (48 and
 105) finds grandeur in the harshness of sound of 16.358

 Ataq 5'6 6dgya aiav ...

 and vigour in the 'cacophony' of 12.208

 Tpceq 68' ppiyrouav, drwq 'lbov aidXov 64w (255),

 a arixoc pe~ovpoq which the Scholia also admire as expressing the consternation
 of the Trojans by its sudden ending (T)!73

 Long vowels in themselves can help to create an effect of size or grandeur, as
 in 12.134

 p watv ypeydXhot &rlveKedeoo' &papviat (simile; BT),

 and 12.339-40

 paXXopdvv aaKCawv re Kai ir7rCoKdpwv 7rpvUaXetcv
 Kai tirXwv ...

 where the repeated genitive endings are emphatic (T).
 The Scholia are quick to pick up other instances of mimesis and onomato-

 poeia in single words and phrases, such as Xi~ye of a bow's twang (BT 4.125),

 noroOXVoJiv of a child bringing up wine (BT 9.491), papp3avowv and dppacom of
 chattering teeth (A 10.375), KapaXedov . . dioaev of a shield whose rim is
 struck by a spear (BT 13.409), aIov di aev U peud~evoc of a bronze corslet torn
 by a spear (BT 13.441), XdKe of armour struck by swords and spears (T 14.25),
 &dveMaCpaXlaYov, a popoSc 2,e ipa which suggests chariots being overturned

 (BT 16.379), and Xpd6aaboq of wrestlers' teeth (ABT 23.688).74 They also

 72 Cf. Arist. Poet. 1458b 31, Dionysius 15.
 '7 On 'cacophony' see also Demetrius

 219, where he quotes as vivid Od. 9.289

 K1Tr', 6 K 6' YKAakov Xagd6Ltq hde, 6eve 6'

 -yaav, and II. 23.116 7rokA. 6' 6vav~ra KLrara irrndpavrd Te 66jXpla r' ~jkov.
 74 Cf. Demetrius 94 and 220, quoting

 ao e (Od. 9.394) and aXdrrovree y horoaarat

 (I1. 16.161). Demetrius admires Homer's
 ability to imitate sounds and to create new
 words. Dionysius (16) mentions pp'LeTrat

 and oraapayei (II. 2.210), KX&dy.a (12. 207), hoEfov and 6or3iov (16.361), and

 boxOei (Od. 5.402). Quintilian cites iyte
 pdck and o/r' b6Oajd, as 'justly admired'
 (1.5.72).
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 consider that dyKaXibecot suits the smallness of the child being held in his
 nurse's arms (ABT 22.503), and (ingeniously) that tmesis can imitate the idea of
 an axe cutting in iVa rdLL 6id irduav (BT 17.522), or of a lion tearing a bull to
 pieces in Xdwv KaTrd rapov A776dWC (BT 17.542). In the second case they point
 out that this was not metrically necessary, as one could have said ravpdv
 KaTre6?7Cq, and they compare Anacreon's 6UL 6b 6beip'?v oe damv, and KAd
 Si Xcjnwroq boxuior (fr. 441 Page).
 Smoothness and euphony were much discussed in antiquity, and although

 the Scholia notice such effects less often they have a few observations of this
 sort.7s Conjunctions of vowels were thought to create a liquid sound, as in
 22.135

 7rvpdqV alOoydcvov ? i7EXibov &vtdVroq (BT),
 or 22. 152

 ' XltdVt 'Xvp , 1 e' ?6aroq KpvUrdXXcM (BT).76

 When the death of Euphorbus is compared to the fall of an olive tree (17.53 ff.)
 they acutely observe the contrast between the smoothness of sound in the first
 part and the harshness of the pathetic close (BT 17.58):

 oiov &T rpdetl &ePVO avip Ept0LXeh qXailh
 Xd3opw &v oiordXcw, d60' & Xtq &vappoxev sowp,
 KaX6v rXd'Oaov - r6 6' re 7rvoai 5oviovat
 7ravroiwv dvdlwv, Kal re ppVetL dv6et XvUK :

 ~O6cov 6' ta7ri ive/yoEq ao iv Xa^airt iroXXj
 6pdpov r' ~(dorpe/e Kai terdvvoou' ri yat' . ..

 Special rhythmic or metrical effects are also noticed. When Zeus' nod makes
 Olympus tremble the speed of the syllables in the dactylic line

 Kpardq dn' Oavdcroto, pydav 6' XdXttev 'OXvgirov

 suggests the speed of Zeus' movement, and especially the trembling of the
 mountain (ABT 1.530). The brevity of &Xro 6' d6tord and K6de suggests speed
 (BT 4.125, 12.204). They also note that 12.381 is entirely dactylic, although
 apparently for no special reason (BT)." The A Scholia observe that 11.130 is
 wholly spondaic:

 'Arpebrl " rd~ 6' a r' aK 8Gipov yovva 0uoOiv.
 They must therefore have scanned 'Arpe&B57i as three syllables. They compare
 Od. 21.15, and add that such lines are rare and metrically unattractive.78 II.
 23.221 is also noted as 5wSeKauaXXapov, i.e. spondaic (T):

 7s See esp. Demetrius 68 ff., Dionysius,
 op. cit., passim, Stanford, op. cit., esp.
 pp. 48 ff.

 76 Cf. Demetrius 69 ff. (citing AlaKk,
 Xtbv, Alahr, Eitoc, ~Xdtoq, 6pdcwv, etc.).
 On the other hand, a concurrence of long
 vowels between two words could produce
 an effect of grandeur and strain, as in the
 famous passage in the Odyssey about
 Sisyphus (cf. Demetrius 72, Dionysius 20,

 Schol. Od. 11.596, Eust. 1701.55, 1702.
 19-23).

 "7 So in fact is 12.380 also. Dactylic
 lines such as 6.511, 13.30, 20.497, 24.691
 are probably intended to suggest speed. Cf.
 also Od. 11.598 (Sisyphus' stone again),
 Hom. Hy. Dem. 89, 171, 184, 380.

 7' Cf. Demetrius 42, on spondaic
 rhythms in prose.
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 ivXiY Kv aXiKW HaTpoKX &Oq 6Xo60o.

 Here the heavy rhythm is obviously appropriate.
 The structure of the line also receives occasional notice. 3.182

 o ctidKap 'Arpet~5, Ilopryevdeq, 6 6td8atpov

 is unusual because 'the expression of praise is built up in a climactic way, each
 word being a syllable longer than the last' (BT). This 'rhopalic' verse is used at
 the other end of Classical poetry by Ausonius for a whole Christian poem of
 42 lines beginning

 Spes, Deus, aeternae stationis conciliator.

 There is no doubt that Priam's exclamation is a unique and impressive line (the
 last two words of which occur nowhere else in Greek literature), whether or not
 the poet was aware of the special structure which he was producing.

 Three-word lines are also rare and striking.79 The Scholia note an instance at
 11.427. Others are 2.706, 15.678, Od. 10.137, 12.133a, Hornm. Hy. Dem. 31, Hy.
 27.3, Hes. Op. 383. Most of these begin with awoKaroajyvflroC or a similar com-
 pound of KaUawToroq.

 Pauses (and perhaps also caesurae) already attracted some attention at an
 early stage. A pause after a trochee in the fifth foot is not permitted (A 12.49,
 BT 12.434), and a pause after the first long syllable of the fifth foot is rare
 (A 15.360; cf. Maas, Greek Metre, ? 88).8 A pause after the trochee in the second
 foot is also considered unusual in Homer (A 1.356).81

 Finally, I have noticed one interesting instance of a remark about recitation.
 When Patroclus arms for battle they say that this passage should be recited
 quickly, to imitate his haste to prepare for the fight (T 16.131). As the lines are
 largely formulaic, this could presumably be done without fear that the audience
 would lose track of the sense.

 Merton College, Oxford N. J. RICHARDSON

 79 Cf. S. E. Bassett, CP 12 (1917), 97 ff.
 and my notes on Hornm. Hy. Dem. 31. See
 also Bassett, 'Versus tetracolos', CP 14
 (1919), 216 ff.

 "o This provides added support for Aris-
 tarchus' condemnation of 24.556, although
 this fact is not mentioned by the Scholia.
 557 is also metrically suspect (cf. Leaf).
 Aristarchus' reading at 11. 9.394, -vvaiKd
 ye doaaerat, avoids the rare trochaic
 caesura in the fourth foot which occurs

 with Tyvwaa yagdooerat (Maas, op. cit.,
 ? 87), but we do not know why he
 preferred this reading.

 8 It is not clear whether the Scholia
 distinguish properly between word-break
 and pause. According to Aulus Gellius
 (18.15) it was Varro who first noted the
 main caesura in the third foot, although it
 seems that metricians before him had

 already observed that the central part of the
 hexameter seldom consisted of a single unit
 of sense. See Bassett, The Poetry of Homer
 (University of California Press, 1938),
 pp. 145 ff., and CP 11 (1916), 458 ff.
 (where he shows that Arist. Metaph.
 1093a 30 f. does not refer to the caesura).
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